
C. NEWSPAPERS
_The Christian Science Monitor._
_The Kansas City Star._
_The Kansas City Times._
_The Los Angeles Times._
_The Manchester Guardian Weekly._
_The New York Times._
_The University Daily Kansan._

D. UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL

UNFAMILIAR AS TOMORROW

Alice MacKenzie Swaim

The new church rises, angular and strange,
its contours unfamiliar as tomorrow,
as if religion in this nuclear age
has lost its peace and purpose and presents
exaggerated idols of confusion,
false gods for us to worship.
The simple heart stays rootless here,
finding no streams of living water flowing;
the poor turn back, being terrified
of marring in some unintended way
this shining palace of complacent sins.
The church is built; its sterile emptiness
more pitiful than ruin, in its pride.
The doors are open and the candles lit,
the hearts expectant; hopeful spirits cry,
“The house is here; when will the God arrive?”